On cytochrome c3 folding.
The structure of cytochrome c3 from Desulfovibrio vulgaris Miyazaki (DvM) is considered in detail by scrutinizing main chain folding together with the structure of the protein from D. desulfuricans Norway (DdN). The relative arrangement of the four heme groups in this molecule is similar to that of DdN and the disposition of alpha-carbon atoms of cysteine and histidine residues binding to heme groups is also similar. Structural differences between the two proteins occur in the shape of some specific loops of the chain on the molecular surface. As a result of a careful comparison of structures and sequences in both cytochromes c3, the reported sequence alignment of the cytochrome c3 family has been revised. Our new proposal of a sequence alignment based on the three-dimensional structures contains 24 evolutionarily conservative residues. All these conservative residues may play an important role in the folding pattern of cytochromes c3.